T helper cell inclusion into the mathematical model of immunological tolerance.
The experimentally observed recovery from tolerance to HSA in chickens is much slower than the values calculated by means of the simple mathematical model of B cell tolerance. The model assumes that tolerance is due to elimination or irreversible inactivation of immunocompetent cells reactive to the tolerated antigen, and that the recovery from tolerance is caused by the differentiation of new immunocompetent cells. Even when two collaborating B cell populations reactive to HSA were considered, the calculated recovery from tolerance was much slower than the observed one. Therefore, T helper cell tolerance was suspected and included into the mathematical model. The experimental data agreed best with the calculated values of the recovery from tolerance to HSA obtained with a T cell lifespan of 200 days. On the other hand, when two T helper cell populations cooperated with B cells in anti-HSA antibody production, the curve best fitting the experimental data corresponded to the T cell lifespan of 60 days.